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1st day of the week

ExexenteTR

We talked about our cultural characters Narettin Hodja and 

Keloğlan. We embedded them in games and animations with the 

scratch coding tool.

Exexente Spain
Today has been our �rst day in Mersin.  We met the Institute we
are exchanging with, Inönü Ortaokulu.  We were welcomed and
shared the morning with our Lithuanian and Turkish colleagues. 
We read stories to teach a part of our culture and did a Scratch
workshop.  Then we enjoyed a menu with typical Turkish dishes
cooked by the teachers of the center.  Later, the Mersin
Education Of�cer welcomed us and we visited the
Archaeological Museum.  An intense �rst day but we are eager to
continue enjoying this fantastic experience!

Exexente Lithuania
Today we spent our morning in the native Turkish school.
Although, it was tough to talk with the Turkish students, we
managed to communicate and made some friends. Also, we
promoted our culture through pictures of our native food. The
students said that it looked really tasty!

Exexente Lithuania
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exexenteUK
The �rst chatterpix video 

Exexente UK

exexenteITALY
we are happy to be here,sad not to be there with you

ExExEnTe Germany
Thank you very much for hosting this mobility! 

Our students prepared a little ChatterPix with the picture of a
female student and the voice of the male student. 
We love the result. It's a lot of fun! 

exexenteTR
Welcome to TR meeting 
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2nd day of the week

exexenteTR

Today we introduced Tinkercad and 3d printer. We did solid 

modeling robot work with Tinkercad.

EXEXENTE UK
Had a lovely morning learning about Turkey and the region you
are in. What a wonderful place. Our students are so happy and
appreciate the work you are all doing to make this week so
interesting and fun. Thanks everyone!!!

ExExEnTe Germany
At the second day we've prepared a robot by the use of
chatterpix for 3D-Print. 
This is the result of our students. We've also prepared a video
from the workingprocess and recorded our story for the robot
with tincercad. Both videos are posted for dissemination at the
projecthomepage, facebookgroup, the schoolhomepage and
Instagram. 

ExExEnTe Spain

Exexente Lithuania
Today we went to Cappadocia and saw some beautifull
mountains, underground tunels and a lot of other things. We
enjoyed learning about history of Cappadocia. The trip was long,
but absolutely worth it.
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ExExEnte Italy
This morning we went in Aula Magna for the 2nd day of our
Erasmus virtual mobility. It was nice. We like a lot the video
about underground cites in Cappadocia. 
 Now we are exploring the Tinkercad on our pc. it's very
interesting and funny!
We love also the choir ❤

3rd day of the week

ExExEnTe Germany
Part of the presentation prepared by Germany

EXEXENTE ITALY
Today we learnt the technic of marbling, we would have loved to
practice it. 
We enjoyed the story telling and we found it very interesting. 
It was very nice telling you our story about "Pinocchio" to let the
other students abroad to know this very important italian fairy
tale.

I love him! ― ANÒNIM

ExExEnTe Germany
Today we've experienced the technic of marbeling and had the
chance to absorve various artists and also our practicing
colleagues of spain and lithuania.  
After this, we've shared typical folk tales via videos,
powerpointpresentations and lecture. 
The german delegation presented the tale "The Little Red Riding
Hood" by the Grimm-Brothers. 
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EXEXENTE UK
This is a link to the British Council resources on Shakespeare if
anyone wants to use them when teaching English. There are
games and videos along with the information.

William Shakespeare
Who was Shakespeare? Watch this story,
one of our 'Shakespeare Lives' videos,
and find out!

LEARNENGLISH KIDS | BRITISH COUNCIL

EXEXENTE UK
Wow the marbel art was so beautiful. We especially liked the
picture of the Turkish dancer spinning. The music you played in
the background was so lovely too. A real sight and sound feast!

Shakespeare.MOV
Vídeo de 0:05
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4th day of the week

EXEXENTE ITALY
Today we had the chance to view the "Kizkalesi" castle on the
water in Mersin's city. 
We had also the opportunity to have a virtual visit of the
archeology Mersin's museum. 
We saw as well the turkish school and the most important
touristic places in Mersin. 
Thank you from italian team!

ChatterPix_1642674461579(1)
Vídeo de 0:21
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ExExEnTe Germany

At the fourth day of our mixedmobility, we've enjoyed an online
tour trough Mersin! We were really impressend by the cultural
diversity, beautiful architecture, nature and economical impact. 
Here are a few screenshots of the day:

5th day of the week
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※※※※※※

exexente ITALY
Today is the last day of the virtual adventure and we are so sad.
It was very interesting to play Kahoot. This week was exciting
and fantastic. We are waiting for you in Italy on March.

ExExEnTe Germany

On the last day we've had some issues for the next mobilities
due to the covid situation. After that, we took part in a
kahootcompetition related the content of the workshops during
the whole week. This was really funny and exciting. Our students
and also us were cought by the energy of the game experience.

Some screenshots and a video were shot. 
The last part of the meeting was a heartmelting farewell. The
scenery was full of greatfullness and friendship and our students
were very glad to be a part of this mobility. 
We are sending a lot of hugs and looking forward for the next
mobility - full of hope to see everyone in person as soon as
possible.
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